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HOLIDAY
Time to Gather Again

Dad jokes, family recipes, the joyful hum of a full table—it’s the
small, but significant traditions that make the holidays uniquely
yours. This year, our plan is to make those moments count like
never before. We’re here to help you make the most of it—together.

Across the seasons and generations, the Perkins family—
owners and operators of
Orvis—seizes the opportunity
to slow down, connect, and
celebrate together.

women’s in
carbon

BATTENKILL REVERSIBLE BLANKET COAT
Exceptionally warm yet lightweight, bluesign®-approved water-repellent jacket features
thermoregulating MarinoWul+™ insulation, made from recycled plastic bottles and reclaimed
oyster shells. Sizes XS(4), S(6-8), M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18-20); about 35" long. Polyester.
Washable. Imported.
3AZ3 $229

women’s in
heathered oatmeal

CLASSIC TIPPED CREW SWEATER
Supersoft cotton yarns are given a performance boost with MarinoWul+, our eco-friendly
fiber that helps regulate body temperature so you’ll feel as good as you look. Sizes
XS(4), S(6-8), M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18-20); about 25" long. Cotton/recycled polyester/wool.
Hand wash. Imported.
3AHR $89
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men’s in
field khaki

ADIRONDACK COLORBLOCK ANORAK
Using sustainable materials (including reclaimed fishing nets), we’ve transformed the traditional anorak
into the ultimate Orvis foul weather gear. DWR-treated shell with taped seams, 60g insulation and
exclusive Orvis plaid lining both use our moisture-wicking, breathable, temperature-regulating, and
bluesign®-certfied MarinoWul+. Half-zips on side-seams and center-front for easy on/off. OutSmart®
Fresh treatment for odor control. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Shell: recycled nylon
fishing net/recycled nylon. Lining: cotton/recycled polyester/spandex. Washable. Imported.
3BA8 $298
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BREATHABLE

women’s in
dark vicuna

VENTURE OUT STRETCH REVERSIBLE VEST
Stretch nylon, stretch fleece, and stretch insulation really let you stretch your limits. Durable
nylon reverses to cozy recycled polyester sherpa fleece with 60g bluesign®-approved
Thermore® insulation for core warmth. Sizes XS(4), S(6-8), M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18-20); about
26½" long. Washable. Imported.
3BC2 $119

STRETCH

ABRASION
RESISTANT

INTRODUCING MarinoWul+ …a revolutionary fiber made from recycled plastic bottles and

pulverized oyster shells. Mixed with other fibers to create tailored performance fabrics, MarinoWul+
regulates temperature, wicks moisture, and breathes—all with an uncanny mix of strength, durability,
and incredible softness. We’ve always worked to bring you the best performing, most comfortable
clothing & gear out there. But it’s not every company that can bring you the very best products with
a commitment to reducing the impact on the wild places & animals we all love. That’s why we’re on
a multi-year mission to reduce the environmental impact of our products—all while increasing the
comfort, durability & performance you expect.

PUTS THE COMFORT INTO PERFORMANCE

men’s in
dark pine

ANCHORAGE PIECED FIELD JACKET
Weather-resistant waxed cotton from Scotland’s Halley Stevensons protects the top of this
extraordinary field-style jacket; a warm wool plaid from West Yorkshire’s Abraham Moon & Sons
graces the bottom. Insulated with wool and outfitted with cargo pockets and adjustable-snap
cuffs. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Shell: waxed cotton shell, pure wool.
Lining: nylon. Insulation: pure wool. Spot clean. Imported.
3AN5 $450

WATER
RESISTANT

men’s in
olive

men’s in
khaki/navy

men’s
in carbon

men’s in
navy

men’s in
navy windowpane

BRYANT POLY/WOOL LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT
Our 5-oz. poly/wool blend performance shirt wicks away perspiration, delivers just the
right amount of warmth, and has mechanical stretch for all-day comfort. OutSmart® Fresh
treatment resists odors; hidden button-down collar keeps things neat. Sizes M(38-40),
L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Polyester/wool. Washable. Imported.
3AT6 $119
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men’s in
atlantic

men’s in
blackout

MEN’S PRO INSULATED SHIRT JACKET
A casual, technical midlayer with 40 grams of PrimaLoft® Gold Active
insulation and excellent tear, wind, and water resistance. Sizes S(34-36)
M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Nylon/polyester. Washable.
Imported.
264G $198
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shadow

gold

CFO III 50TH ANNIVERSARY REEL
To celebrate the 50th anniversary of the timeless design first patented by
Charles F. Orvis in 1874, we’ve created a limited run of hand-numbered, clickand-pawl CFO III reels. Only 165 available. Gold color with silver accents.
218N $398 MADE IN USA

granite

PRO LT UNDERWADER PANTS
The PRO-grade, lighter-weight, spring/fall sibling of the vaunted, cold-season
PRO Underwader Pants. Sizes XS(26-28), S(30-32), M(32-34), L(36-38), XL(4042), XXL(44-46). Nylon/polyester/spandex. Washable. Imported.
27TZ $109
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men’s in
blackout

men’s in
granite

men’s in
tarragon

MEN’S PRO FLEECE HALF-ZIP PULLOVER
A PRO-grade half-zip with the pedigree to withstand serious thrashings, made
durable with Polartec® Power Stretch® Hardface® and a comfy Power Grid™ inner.
Athletic Fit. Sizes S(34-36) M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Polyester/
spandex. Washable. Imported.
3ARS $119

STRETCH

ABRASION
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ORVIS PREMIUM FLY-TYING KIT
Learn the classics with this fly-tying kit. Includes instructional DVD, vise, tools, and enough
material for 10 each of eight basic and eight guide patterns, including Woolly Bugger,
Pheasant Tail Nymph, SOS Nymph, BH Caddis Larva, BH Sili-Prince, Rusty Parachute, Elk Hair
Caddis, Chernobyl Ant, Parachute Emerger, Pearl Flash Zonker, Fur Ant, Black Rubber Leg
Stone, San Juan Worm, BH Lightning Bug, Zebra Midge, and Hollow Egg.
2BT1 $198 MADE IN USA

burnt
orange
TOUGH TRAIL™ SLING PACK
Always have everything you need for walks and hikes with your dog ready and in one place. Our go-bag for dog lovers is
designed with pet-specific details and an array of pockets and compartments, so you’ll be prepared for every adventure with
your pup. The sling design can be worn on either side and we added features to keep you comfortable no matter how long
you wear it. This low-profile carryall keeps your hands free to hold a leash as well as your phone or a travel mug of coffee. A
sternum strap keeps the pack snug to your body when you bend over to assist and pat your dog. The portion of the pack that
rests against your back features ridged foam and perforated mesh to allow air to circulate. Constructed of tough, 600-denier,
water-resistant CORDURA® ECO—a performance fabric made from 100% recycled fiber, this pack can be used year-round.
An expandable pouch in the back is perfectly sized for a water bottle. The easy-access main compartment has a 6" zippered
pouch with a tether for your keys. This pocket is ideal for cards, wallet, and sunglasses. A zipper-free lower pocket is ready to
hold treats and spare waste bags. Cleverly hidden at the bottom of the pack is a waste bag dispenser. Includes three rolls of
biodegradable bags. Dimensions: 9"W x 15"H x 4"D. Polyester. Spot clean. Imported.
26BN $89
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TOUGH TRAIL™ DOG SADDLEBAG
Tough, water-resistant, and 100% recycled CORDURA® ECO fabric is reinforced with a TPU coating
on high-wear areas for added abrasion and weather resistance. The sides of the bags, chest plate,
and back piece that are next to your dog’s body feature open-weave mesh and perforated foam to
maximize airflow. The pannier bags on the side are tapered to deflect brush instead of getting hung up
on it. Adjust for perfect balance and minimal shifting of load. Total capacity: M/L(7 liters); L/XL(12 liters).
Sizes: M/L(dogs 40-80 lbs., chest 24-40"); L/XL(dogs 80-120 lbs, chest 32-44"). Polyester. Spot clean.
Imported.
3ARE $98
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5% AD

ABOUT ORVIS
Founded in 1856, Orvis believes the most meaningful experiences are created by
sharing the love of nature and being inspired by its endless possibilities. Orvis
pioneered the mail-order business in the United States, operates more than 80
retail stores in the U.S. and U.K., and maintains a network of more than 400 dealers
worldwide as a trusted source of discovery and adventure in the natural world. Orvis
promises to open the door to extraordinary outdoor experiences and to protect nature
by committing 5% of pre-tax profits each year to conservation projects worldwide.

LE ARN MORE AT ORVIS.COM

CONTACT: Eric Hockman, Senior Account Manager, RYGR
970-924-0704 ext. 2113 | eric.hockman@rygr.us

